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1.

Information about the course

The E-Platform’s Manual course addresses the trainers of the Secondary School
teachers who are going to teach the courses that are uploaded on the platform. The
manual will help them familiarise with the use of the e-platform and its functions from
a trainer’s perspective.

2.

How do I sign up?

On the home page, click on the Create new account button at the upper right corner
of the page (Figure 1) and follow the Sign Up steps on the right of the page (Figure
2). After you have filled in all your personal information, you will receive a confirmation
email with a link which you must click in order to validate your profile.

Figure 1: Create new account button on Home Page
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Figure 2: Sign Up Page

3.

How do I log in?

On the home page, click on the Log in button at the upper right corner of the page
and enter the credentials (username and password) that you chose in the previous step
at the window that appears (Figure 3). The platform gives its users the opportunity to
“remember” the credentials so as to avoid typing them in each time you visit it. Finally,
there is a password recovery/change option in case you forgot your password.

Figure 3: Log in button on Home Page
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4.

Where can I find the available courses?

After you have logged in, on the left menu, click on the Course Archive Page button
at the bottom. It is the first of the two buttons. There you will find all the available
courses and you can also sort them by language and by name. There is also a search
option available (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Course Archive page

5.

How can I create a new course?

On the left menu, click on the Create A New Course button at the bottom. It is the
second of the two buttons (Figure 5).
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Figure 5: Create A New Course button

Then you need to fill in the following fields with the corresponding settings for the
MeLDE courses:
General




Course full name: The full name of the course.
Course short name: A shorter version or the same name of the course.
Course category: Choose the category by the language that the course is
written.

Description



Course summary: A short description of the course.
Course image: An image related to the course.

Course Format







Format: Edwiser course formats
Number of sections: 5
Choose layout: Card Layout
Course layout: Show one section per page
Set the section/activities summary maximum length: 1000
Section background image.: Hide background image to section in card.

Appearance


Show gradebook to Secondary school teachers: No

Click on the Save and display button.
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6.

How can I edit a course?

On the course page click on the gear button on the upper right corner and click on
Turn editing on button (Figure 6).

Figure 6: Turn editing on button

6.1.

How can I edit the course’s General information area?

Now that the editing mode is on, you need to edit the course General information area.
First, you should click on the pencil button and after altering the title of the General
information area, press the Enter button (Figure 7).
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Figure 7: Edit the title of the General information area

Now, you need to edit the General information area. You can do that by clicking on the
Edit button and then clicking on the Edit section button or by simply clicking on the
gear button, above the Activities section (Figure 8).

Figure 8: Edit section button of the General information area
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6.2.

How can I edit the course’s Activities area?

The next step is to add some activities to the course, which you can find by clicking the
Add an activity or resource button (Figure 9). Remember that the only setting that
you are going to change is the Completion tracking in the Activity completion
category which will be set to Do not indicate activity completion (Figure 10). The
activities you are going to add are the following:






a Forum as Announcements (added by default)
a Forum as Forum
a Chat as Chat
a Glossary as Glossary
a Page as References

Figure 9: Add an activity or resource button
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Figure 10: Do not indicate activity completion choice

6.3.

How can I edit the course’s Sections area?

Next step is to edit the course’s Sections area. The sections should be 5, since you
selected this setting when you created the course. If you need to add a section you can
simply click on the Add sections button (Figure 11). If you need to delete a created
section you can click on the Edit button on this section and then click on the Delete
section button (Figure 12).

Figure 11: Add sections button
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Figure 12: Delete section button

In order to change a section’s title, you need to click on the pencil button of that area,
fill out the title of the section and press Enter.
In order to add a Summary to a section you need to click on the Edit button of that
section, click on the Edit topic button, fill out the Summary in the category General
and then click on the Save changes button.
For a MeLDE course, you need to create the following sections:






a Self-Assessment section
a Books section
a Web Lectures section
a Final-Assessment section
an Extra Resources section

6.3.1.

How can I edit the Self-Assessment section?

For the Self-Assessment section, you need to add a Feedback activity, by clicking on
the Add an activity or resource button. You should fill in the settings of the Feedback
activity as follows:

General


Name: Self-Assessment Questions

Question and submission settings
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Record user names: User’s name will be logged and shown
with answers
Auto number questions: Yes

Activity completion


Completion tracking: Do not indicate activity completion

Click on the Save and display button.
Now you need to add question by going to the Edit questions tab and choose Multiple
choice from the drop-down menu (Figure 13).

Figure 13: Add Self-Assessment questions

Then you need to fill in the following fields with the corresponding settings for the
MeLDE Self-Assessment questions:







Required: Checked
Question: Title of the question
Label: Topic that the question refers to
Adjustment: Horizontal
Hide the "Not selected" option: Yes
Multiple choice values: Not at all
Slightly
Moderately
Very
Extremely
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Every 3 questions add a page brake by clicking on the Add a page break from the
drop-down menu Choose….

6.3.2. How can I edit the Books section?
For the Books section, you need to add a Book resource (Figure 14) for each Topic of
your course, by clicking on the Add an activity or resource button.

Figure 14: Add a Book resource

For each book you add you should fill in the settings as follows:
General


Name: Name of the Topic

Activity completion



Completion tracking: Show activity as complete when conditions are met
Secondary school teacher must view this activity to complete it: Checked

Click on the Save and display button.
Now the settings for a new chapter will open, where you should fill in the settings as
follows:
Add new chapter
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Chapter title: Name of a 1st level sub-topic
Content: The content of the sub-topic

Click on the Save changes button.
From now on, you can add new Chapters for your 1st level subtopics by clicking on the
+ (plus) button at the right menu pane below each previous topic (Figure 15).

Figure 15: Add a new Chapter

If you need to add a 2nd level subtopic you just check the Subchapter option at Editing
chapter setting (Figure 16).
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Figure 16: Add a new Subchapter

If you want to change the order of a Chapter or Subchapter you can click on the arrow
buttons below each Chapter or Subchapter at the right menu pane (Figure 17).

Figure 17: Change the order of a Chapter/Subchapter
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If you need to edit a Chapter or Subchapter you can click on the gear button below
each Chapter or Subchapter at the right menu pane (Figure 18).

Figure 18: Edit a Chapter/Subchapter

If you need to delete a Chapter or Subchapter you can click on the bin button below
each Chapter or Subchapter at the right menu pane (Figure 19).
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Figure 19: Delete a Chapter/Subchapter

6.3.3. How can I edit the Web Lectures section?
For the Web Lectures section, you need to add a Page resource (Figure 20) for each
web lecture of your course, by clicking on the Add an activity or resource button.
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Figure 20: Add a Page resource

After you have added the Page resource you should edit its settings as follows:
General


Name: Enter the name of the web lecture’s Topic

Content


Page content: Click on the Insert or edit an audio/video file (Figure 21), on the
Video tab paste the URL of your web lecture video on the Video source URL and
on Display options enter the size 550 x 440 (Figure 22).

Activity completion


Completion tracking: Do not indicate activity completion

Click on the Save and display button.
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Figure 21: Insert or edit an audio/video file

Figure 22: Enter the size of the video on Display options

6.3.4. How can I edit the Final-Assessment section?
For the Final-Assessment section, you need to add a Quiz activity (Figure 23), by
clicking on the Add an activity or resource button.
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Figure 23: Add a Quiz activity

You should fill in the settings of the Quiz activity as follows:
General


Name: Quiz

Grade



Grade to pass: 6
Attempts allowed: 2

Layout  Show more...


Navigation method: Sequential

Review options


Immediately after the attempt
Specific feedback: Unchecked
General feedback: Unchecked
Right answer: Unchecked



Later, while the quiz is still open
The attempt: Unchecked
Marks: Unchecked
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Overall feedback: Unchecked
Appearance



Click on Show more… button
Decimal places in question grades: 4

Overall feedback









Click on Add 3 more feedback fields button
Grade boundary: 100%
Feedback: Congratulations! You passed!
Grade boundary: 80%
Feedback: Congratulations! You passed!
Grade boundary: 60%
Feedback: Hmmm... Unfortunately you didn't pass... It is strongly advised to go
through the teaching material again and retake the quiz in order to earn a badge!
Grade boundary: 40%
Feedback: Please go through the teaching material thoroughly, before retaking
the quiz.
Grade boundary: 20%
Feedback: Please go through the teaching material thoroughly, before retaking
the quiz.

Activity completion





Completion tracking: Show activity as complete when conditions are met
Secondary school teacher must view this activity to complete it: Checked
Secondary school teacher must receive a grade to complete this activity:
Checked
Require passing grade: Checked

Click on the Save and display button.

Click on the gear button and click on Edit quiz button or click on the Edit quiz button
at the bottom left corner of the Quiz panel (Figure 24).
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Figure 24: Edit quiz buttons

Check the Shuffle option on the top right corner of the quiz panel.
Click on the Add button below the Shuffle option and click on the + a new question
button (Figure 25).

Figure 25: Add a new question to quiz button

Click on the Multiple choice type of question and click the Add button.
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You should fill in the settings of the Multiple choice question
as follows:
General



Question name: Question (number of question)
Question text: The content of the question

Answers




Choice 1: One of the possible answers of the question
Grade: None if it’s false, 100% if it’s true
Choice 2: One of the possible answers of the question
Grade: None if it’s false, 100% if it’s true
Choice 3: One of the possible answers of the question
Grade: None if it’s false, 100% if it’s true

Click on the Save changes button.

Repeat the add a new question steps for as many questions as you want your quiz to
have.
When you are done adding questions perform the following division: 10/#questions.
You should now insert the result of the previous division to the mark field of each
question of the quiz and press Enter (Figure 26).

Figure 26: Edit the mark of each quiz question
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6.3.5. How can I edit the Extra Resources section?
For the Extra Resources section, you need to add files for each topic of the course, by
clicking on the Add an activity or resource button, selecting the File resource and
clicking the Add button (Figure 27).

Figure 27: Add a File resource

You should fill in the settings of each File resource as follows:
General



Name: Name of each topic of the course
Select files: Select the file of the topic

Appearance


Display: Embed

Activity completion


Completion tracking: Do not indicate activity completion

Click on the Save and display button.
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7.
How do I enrol a Secondary school teacher
in a course?
The course enrolment is manual, which means that the trainer of each course is
responsible for enroling the Secondary school teachers. Thus, if a Secondary school
teacher wants to participate in a course, he/she should ask you to enrol him/her.
In order to enrol a Secondary school teacher in a course, you must enter the
Participants section through the left menu pane of a course and then press the Enrol
users button (Figure 28). Then you should type the name of the Secondary school
teacher who wants to be enroled or find his/her name through the drop-down menu.
You should also choose the desired role that the user will have at the specific course
(Secondary school teacher, Non-editing trainer) (Figure 29).

Figure 28: Participants page and Enrol users button
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Figure 29: Enrol users pop-up page

8.

How can I see the analysis of the Self-Assessment Questions?

The Self-Assessment questions can be used by the trainer of a course as an indicator
of the Secondary school teacher’s knowledge level about each topic of a course,
through the analysis of the Secondary school teachers’ answers, that can be found at
the Analysis tab (Figure 30 & 31).

Figure 30: Self-Assessment Questions
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Figure 31: Self-Assessment Questions’ Analysis

The responses to the Self-Assessment questions, that can be found at the Show
responses tab, can be extracted as a .csv or .xslx or .json or .ods file or as an HTML
Table. You can erase the responses of a Secondary school teacher, if he/she needs to
re-answer the questions for some reason (Figure 32).

Figure 32: Delete the responses of a Secondary school teacher
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9.
How can I see and edit the attempts of the
Final-Assessment Quiz?
You can watch the progress of the Secondary school teachers who have taken the quiz,
by pressing the Attempts option in the Final Assessment Quiz page (Figure 33).

Figure 33: Access the Attempts of a Quiz page

If you decide that a Secondary school teacher that failed the quiz twice needs to reattempt the quiz, then you can erase the progress of his/her attempts by ticking the
Secondary school teacher’s attempt and then clicking the Delete selected attempts
button (Figure 34). If you try to delete the attempt of a Secondary school teacher who
has already earned the badge for the particular course, the badge won’t be revoked.
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Figure 34: Delete the attempts of a quiz
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